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Have you . . .

• Published in a journal, a peer-reviewed paper 
based on work funded by the NIH? 
– support for research project (R grants), 
– as a fellow or trainee (K or F award, T grants), 
– received services from NIH-funded centers 

(P grants for Core centers, U54 & UL cooperative 
agreements for ICTS as an example).
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Why Public Access: Federal law

• Federal law requires free access of NIH-funded 
papers within one year of publication (print) via 
the NIH’s repository = PMC PubMed Central.
– PMC assigns PMCID number to citation.

• PMCID in the paper’s citation indicates it was 
deposited in PMC PubMed Central; (readable 
after 12 mo. embargo period has expired, if 
applicable).
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Why this matters: $$$

• New grant applications: 
Biosketches: All NIH-supported citations listed in 
Personal Statement and Contributions to Science of 
all personnel must include PMCIDs (or temporary 
NIHMID if epub or in process).

 OR award funding is withheld until all papers are 
in compliance with the NIH public access policy.
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Why this matters: $$$

• Progress reports: 
Give credit to the award(s) that supported the work, 
data, training, services.
– Peer-reviewed journal article citations included in 

Section C – Products,
– Papers authored by Trainees are included in PI’s 

MyBibliography (as well as their own),
– All citations must include the PMCID or N/A (or 

temporary NIHMSID if new),
 OR renewal funding withheld until all compliant 
[or if exempt, Edit Status in NCBI-MyBiblio to N/A].
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Today’s Session
• Use NCBI-MyBibliography to create bibliography

Add the citation to MyBibliography
• Associate award for NIH RPPR Progress Report
• Determine publication type 
• Determine status re: NIH public access policy

• NIH Public Access – how it applies to you

• How does a paper get the PMCID number?
– Deposit manuscript into NIHMS for processing for 

PMC PubMed Central -> PMCID.
• Q & A  
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Acronyms

• NCBI – NIH Natl. Center for Biotechnology Information
– Supports the PubMed search engine 

• PMID is assigned to citations & abstracts accessed by 
the PubMed search engine 

– Supports PubMed Central PMC repository/archive 
for NIH-funded articles

– Supports MyBibliography
– Supports SciENcv - Science Experts Network 

Curriculum Vitae = a tool to create Biosketch
– Supports many databases: genomic & other info
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Acronyms

• NIHMS - NIH Manuscript Submission system 
processes manuscripts for PMC PubMed Central.

• NIHMSID - temp. ID assigned to citation by the 
NIHMS as manuscript files are converted to the 
format for PubMed Central PMC.

• PMCID - the ID assigned to the paper’s citation 
after processed in the NIHMS and loaded into 
PMC PubMed Central repository/archive = the 
full text is readable (after 12 mo.  embargo).
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Acronyms

NIHMSID is 
assigned at Step 1

NIHMS NIH Manuscript 
Submission

PMC 
PubMed 
Central

repository

We will discuss depositing the manuscript into the 
NIHMS-PMC system later in today’s talk.



PubMed = search engine.
PubMed searches citations  & 

abstracts from 30,000 
biomedical journal titles.  The 

PMID means the citation is 
from one of the journals 

accessed by PubMed. 
PubMed does not contain 

the full article. 

PubMed Central PMC= 
NIH’s repository/archive 
of full-text journal articles, 

available for free. 
The PMCID indicates the full 

text article is in PMC.
PMCID = paper complies 

with NIH Public Access Law. 
~ 5.2 million articles in PMC.

PMC started in 2000.

PMID and PMCID are different
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Set up NIH-eRA Commons

If you don‘t already have a NIH-eRA Commons 
account: 
• first contact DSP to register dsp@uiowa.edu; 

include name, HawkID, email, NIH role (PI, 
Postdoc, Graduate student)
– You will receive email from NIH-eRA with temporary 

password & instructions to reset.
– Passwords expire after only 6 months
– Check if expired/reset: log in to eRA Commons.

• Use google.com  NIH eRA Commons
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The goal is to 
include journal 

citations 
supported by 
grant into the 
RPPR Progress 

report



You have a list of citations . . . 
1. Post-Traumatic Cervical Spine Epidural Hematoma: Incidence and Risk Factors. Ricart PR, Verma R, 

Fineberg SJ, Fink K, Lucas P, Asprinio D, Amorosa LF. Injury. 2017 Aug 30. pii: S0020-1383(17)30579-
X. [Epub ahead of print]

2. Quantifying The Relationship Between The Transverse Acetabular Ligament And The Radiographic 
Teardrop. Harris M, Tam J, Fineberg SJ, Lucas PA, Zelicof SB. J Arthroplasty. 2017 Jan;32(1):296-299.

3. The Incidence and Associated Risk Factors of Thoraco-lumbar Epidural Hematoma Following Adult 
Trauma. Verma R, Ricart OR, Fineberg SJ, Fink K, Patel N, Gross J, Lucas P, Asprinio DE, Amorosa LF. 
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgery (AAOS) Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA (2017) Scoliosis 
Research Society (SRS) Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, PA (2017)

4. The Distribution of Ochronosis in Osteoarthritic Articular Cartilage in a Knee.
Vigorita VW, Marino PD, Lucas PA. HSS J. 2016 Feb;12(1):76-80.

5. The Use of an Oblique Screw with Distal Femoral Locking Plates in the Presence of Metaphyseal
Comminution: A Review of Radiographic and Healing Outcomes
Khurana S, Amorosa LF, Seifert C, Grose A, Helfet D, Asprinio D. Eastern Orthopaedic Association, 
New Orleans, LA (2016) International Society for Fracture Repair (2016)

6. Safety, quality, compassion…and cost. Grose A. Am J Orthop (Belle Mead NJ). 2014 Jul;43(7):300-1.
7. Combined acetabulum and pelvic ring injuries. Halvorson JJ, Lamothe J, Martin CR, Grose A, 

Asprinio DE, Wellman D, Helfet DL. J Am Acad Orthop Surg. 2014 May;22(5):304-14.
8. Eikenella Corrodens Septic Hip Arthritis In A Healthy Adult Patient Treated With Arthroscopic 

Irrigation And Debridement. Gowda A, Mease S, Dhar Y. Am J Orthop (Belle Mead NJ). 2014. 43(9), 
419-421.

9. Gluteus Medius Strengthening And The Use Of The Donatelli Drop Leg Test In The Athlete.
Gowda A, Mease SJ, Donatelli R, Zelicof S. Phys Ther Sport. 2013 Jun 13.
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How do you include papers
in the RPPR Progress Report?

1.  Log in to NCBI and select Manage My Bibliography

2.  “Add citations” to MyBibliography to add via 
PubMed, or from a file, or Add manually for citations 
not in PubMed or non-journal articles.

3. Associate the NIH grant via “Add Award” link.
Associating the grant allows the citation to flow into 
the RPPR module for inclusion in the progress report.
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Sign in

Start with signing in to NCBI
(use Google.com) PubMed  or 

(better)  Hardin Library  PubMed.  
click (upper right)
“Sign in to NCBI”

(next slide)
(NCBI Natl Center for Biotechnology Information) - sponsors PubMed, 

PubMed Central PMC and many other biomed databases.
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Logging in to NCBI-
Bibliography via the 

PubMed link from the 
Hardin Library’s page 

allows you to access UI’s 
subscriptions 

to read the full article.

http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/hardin/ or google.com  ui hardin library

http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/hardin/
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Sign in



Sign in Here

Not  Here

Please Do Not 
“Sign directly into 

NCBI” 
or it creates another 
account that is NOT 
linked to your eRA
Commons account.  

if you have multiple accounts
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ALWAYS
use NIH or eRA

Commons buttons–
(either is ok)
=> NIH/eRA

communicate with 
MyBibliography and 
SciENcv biosketch. 



NIH-eRA Commons name, password
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Remember –
The NIH password is valid for 6 months. 

Inability to log in here is often 
due to expired password.

Go to eRA Commons page to reset pw.
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SciENcv is not required for 
NIH biosketches “at this time,”
however NSF applications now 

require biosketches to be created
using SciENcv . . . 

So the NIH may follow. 

MyBibliography and 
SciENcv/BioSketch are linked

=> enter publications  only
once via MyBiblio.
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Why Use NCBI-MyBibliography

• Publications must be entered here to include 
in progress reports.

• Determine status of publication citations 
relevant to the NIH public access policy. 

• Need to enter publication citation only once 
for
– Progress Reports and your SciENcv Biosketches
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Why Use NCBI-MyBibliography

Officially associate NIH grant(s) that funded the 
work with the citation(s). 
• Which is how you get the citations of the 

papers funded by the NIH grant into that 
grant’s Progress Report.
– Citations assoc. with a grant are pulled from 

NCBI-MyBib RPPR Progress Report C.1 Products 
section 
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Why Use NCBI-MyBibliography

Officially associate NIH grant(s) that funded the 
work with the citation(s). 

– If someone else associated a grant with a paper, 
the PI’s MyBibliography automatically includes 
that citation, even if PI did not add the paper 
citation to her/his MyBiblio.

Acknowledging a grant at the end of the paper 
does NOT get the paper’s citation into the 
RPPR.
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Why Use NCBI-MyBibliography

• Shows citations “In Process in the NIHMS” 
system with the temporary NIHMSID. 
MyBiblio is the easiest place to find whether 
“In process” in the NIHMS system.  

• Temporary NIHMSID is automatically replaced 
with PMCID once the paper is deposited into 
PubMed Central = Public Access complete.
=>You do not have to keep track of numbers.
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How do you include papers
in the RPPR Progress Report?

1. Click “Add citations” in NCBI 
MyBibliography to add via PubMed, 
or from a file, 
or Add manually for citations not in 
PubMed or non-journal articles.

2. Associate the NIH grant via “Add Award” link.

3. Publications where public access does not 
apply: Edit Status to N/A = not applicable.
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Sign in Here: NIH or eRA button

Not  Here
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url to bibliography list

Start here . . . 

MyBibliography
is the ONLY way to include 

publications in the RPPR progress 
report and SciENcv/Biosketch. 
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From PubMed
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Most common to add
from PubMed 

Remember: PubMed is 
a search engine

Adding Citations:
NCBI-MyBibliography

is the ONLY way to 
enter publication 
citations into the 

RPPR Progress Report 
- Products section.
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Find via PubMed: 
copy/paste title, 

or PMID (if you 
have it) or 

author’s name 
(may be unprecise)
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1.  Enter author’s name*

2.  Select 
boxes

*Unless author’s 
name is unique, 
you have to sort 

through the 
results list to 

select and the 
correct citations 

. . . .

To add more than one citation 
at a time from a list:
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If necessary click the title to 
view PubMed abstract.

If you logged in to NCBI via 
PubMed from the Hardin 

Library page = ability to view 
the full text paper to 

determine if a research 
paper or not-applicable.

(thanks to Hardin-UI’s 
subscriptions)

Check box 
next to 

citation(s) 
you wish 
to add.
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Close window to return to MyBiblio
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Generate a file in RIS format from EndNote [format RefMan] or Refworks
or from subject database such as Web of Science. 

Suggest contact Hardin Librarians for assistance with adding via a file.

Add from a File
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Add Manually
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Select: 
* Journal article that does not 
appear in PubMed
* Books and chapters
* Meeting abstracts
* Presentations
* Patents
* Dataset or database
* Software
* Interim products
* Other non-standard citation

Add Citation Manually



Add Citation Manually

“Journal that does not appear in PubMed” yet 
paper was NIH-funded => needs PMCID to 
comply with Public access policy.

Remember: PubMed is a search engine - indexes a 
set of 30,000 biomedical journal titles => not 
everything is accessed by PubMed. . .  
Some journals are so new that the PubMed search 
engine has not started to index them yet.
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Add Citation Manually

The NIH Public Access policy applies only to 
peer-reviewed journal articles.

Exempt as not journal articles:  presentations, 
meeting abstracts, conference proceedings, 
book chapters.
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Add Citation Manually

• How do I know something is a meeting 
abstract or conference paper?

• How do I know if something is a book chapter 
(i.e. not a journal article)?

Look at the full text paper via the Hardin 
subscription. (this is why I log in to NCBI starting 
at the PubMed link in Hardin’s webpage – to 
have access to the subscriptions.
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Logging in to NCBI-Bibliograpphy
via the PubMed link from the 

Hardin Library’s page allows you 
to access UI’s subscriptions 

to read the full article.

http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/hardin/ or google.com  ui hardin library

http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/hardin/


Citations Added Manually

• Conference Proceedings/Meeting Abstracts 
are exempt from the public access policy.

• “Enter Manually” to MyBiblio into the 
appropriate category.

• Associate the grant(s) using “Add Award”.

Can still include in RPPR (if assoc. with grant) 
but are not expected to have the PMCID = they 
won’t be flagged “noncompliant” in the RPPR.
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Examples of what I look for: 

Conference proceedings [Add manually]
Yusung Kim, Patwardhan KA, Beichel RR, Smith BJ, Mart C, Plichta KA, Chang T, 
Sonka M, Graham MM, Magnotta V, Casavant T, Junyi Xia, Buatti JM. Development 
of a radiobiological evaluation tool to assess the expected clinical impacts of 
contouring accuracy between manual and semi-automated segmentation 
algorithms. Conf Proc IEEE Eng Med Biol Soc. 2017 Jul;2017:3409-3412. doi: 
10.1109/EMBC.2017.8037588. PubMed PMID: 29060629.

Sheth A, Perera S, Wijeratne S, Thirunarayan K. Knowledge will Propel 
Machine Understanding of Content: Extrapolating from Current Examples.
Proc IEEE WIC ACM Int Conf Web Intell Intell Agent Technol. 2017 Aug;2017:1-
9. doi: 10.1145/3106426.3109448. PubMed PMID: 29962511
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Papers “In Press”

SUGGESTION: for papers accepted or “in press”
which do not yet have a citation in PubMed – wait 
until out as epub and then add via PubMed = to get 
the exact citation.
• Papers submitted and not accepted must wait.

I realize the PI wants as many papers as possible in 
the Products section for the current RPPR. . . . but it 
is easier to add it the next RPPR cycle once it is 
published as an epub at least.
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Questions on how to 
Add Citations?



How do you include papers
in the RPPR Progress Report?

• We now know how to enter the citations into 
NCBI MyBibliography.

• Associate the NIH grant via the 
“Add Award” link.
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Why Add Awards?

To acknowledge and give credit to the 
award(s) that supported the work, data, 
trainees, facilities or services* that 
contributed to the peer-reviewed paper.

• such as the central microscopy facility or 
biostatistics core services.

• When in doubt ask facility or services 
admin. about grant(s) to acknowledge.
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To Add Awards:
Click the Award 

link or the 
+Add Award link 
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Your awards are listed here => why you log in via NIH 
or eRA – so these systems “talk” to NCBI-MyBiblio.



NIH Public Access:
Managing Citations in NCBI-

MyBibliography for Compliance

Oliva Smith
Division of Sponsored Programs DSP

oliva-smith@uiowa.edu
November 2019
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Give Credit: 
Find awards 

to ADD to 
citations –
look up via 
PI name or 

grant number 

mailto:oliva-smith@uiowa.edu


Direct Funding

Institutional Training Grants, Career Development 
and Related Awards
T Awards, K Awards, Fogarty D Awards

Publications authored by a trainee or scholar fall 
under the public access policy if they arose from 
work conducted while the individual was 
supported by the award (i.e. stipend or salary), 
even if the PI is not an author.  
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Why Add Awards?

Officially associate NIH grant(s) that funded the 
work with the citation(s). 

– When a non-PI associates a grant with a paper in 
NCBI-MyBiblio, the citation is automatically added to 
the PI’s MyBibliography; this helps PIs get credit for 
the products in the big grants such as P50s and P30s 
and T training grants.

Example: a trainee associates T32 GM007337 with her 
paper in NCBI MyBiblio -> automatically this citation is 
added to the PI Dr. Lentz’s MyBiblio = it is available to 
include in the RPPR for that T32. 
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Why Add Awards?

Acknowledging a grant at the end of the paper 
does NOT get the paper’s citation into the 
RPPR.
You must officially associate NIH grant(s) that 
funded the work via your NCBI-MyBibliography.

It is very important to give credit to the 
grants that support your training.
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Direct Funding

Includes support or services provided from a NIH-
funded center grant, or a NIH-funded core facility.

– Must Add Grant to the citation in NCBI-MyBib
• Contact center or facility admin to find out grant number.

– Must deposit manuscript into PMC PubMed Central—
even if you are not the ‘first author’. 

• Some publishers deposit manuscripts [via NIHMS] into PMC 
but you must request.

• You always can self-deposit the manuscript into the 
NIHMS-PMC system and set embargo/delay at 12 months.
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Some Journal Articles are 
Not Applicable N/A

The NIH Public Access policy applies only to 
peer-reviewed journal articles. 
Click the Edit Status link at end of citation:
• Does the abstract in PubMed say it is a Review 

or Editorial or Letter? May be N/A if author 
did work while not directly funded by NIH or 
was invited, or paper was not peer-reviewed.
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Indicate why public 
access does not 
apply for you for 

this citation

Edit Status for articles for which 
the public access policy 

does not apply:
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Edit Status to Not 
Applicable =

the journal article is 
not applicable under 

the public access 
policy, such as not 
directly-funded, or 
not peer-reviewed 

yet the grant is 
associated to include 

it in the RPPR.
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Click Edit Status - to include the 
NIHMSID number is you have 

deposited the manuscript into the 
NIHMS-PMC system (slides later)



Example of what I look for: 

When the citation indicates the paper is only 
1-2 pages long – look up the full text to see if 
editorial or letter to the editor or commentary: 
• Grobe JL, Sigmund CD. Another reason to eat your greens: 

cardiopulmonary protection by dietary delivery of angiotensin-converting 
enzyme-2 and angiotensin-(1-7) made in plants. Hypertension. 2014 
Dec;64(6):1182-3. doi: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.114.04075. Epub
2014 Sep 15. PubMed PMID: 25225201.

A research paper is generally longer than 2 pages.

EDIT STATUS to indicate this was not peer-reviewed or 
was not directly funded.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25225201


Sign in Here

Not  Here

Please Do Not 
“Sign directly into 

NCBI” 
or it creates another 
account that is NOT 
linked to your eRA
Commons account.  

if you have multiple accounts

61

ALWAYS
use NIH or eRA

Commons buttons–
(either is ok)
=> NIH/eRA

communicate with 
MyBibliography and 
SciENcv biosketch. 



One more thing from MyBiblio

• In the Biosketch, you can include a url to your 
list of publications; this is optional; the url
must be .gov

• The url generated from MyBiblio is persistent, 
and does not change as more citations are 
added to your NCBI-MyBibliography.
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The url - or if not here, click to go 
to MyBibliography . . .
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Make “public” to generate url

Making this bibliography “public” 
means it generated a 

“public url” for use in biosketch
or other communication. 
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We’re almost done - a few more slides. 



NIH Public Access Policy

An open access federal mandate that requires 
final peer-reviewed manuscripts that arise from 
NIH funding to be submitted to PubMed Central 
PMC upon acceptance for publication and made 
available to the public no later than 12 months 
from publication.  

Went into effect April of 2008. 
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NIH Public Access Policy

• The NIH PA policy is not optional
• Compliance is tied to funding - any grants with 

non-compliant papers (in progress reports) 
will have funding delayed until compliance is 
complete.

• Compliance is indicated by PMCID (different 
than the PMID) in the citation = means that it 
is IN the PubMed Central PMC repository. 
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Common Areas of Confusion

• Final peer-reviewed manuscript vs. article as 
it appears in journal. 
The final article is property of journal.

• To PubMed Central PMC - even if it is in other 
open access databases—MUST be in PMC 
– Remember PubMed is a search engine – it is NOT 

the full text database/repository/archive.
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Common Areas of Confusion

• Upon acceptance for publication – to get the 
NIHMSID* and PMCID asap for your RPPR.
*NIHMSID = Temporary ID indicating manuscript is 
processing in the NIH Manuscript Submission 
system toward PubMed Central  PMCID.
NOTE: PubMed Central honors the publisher’s 
embargo/delay and does not release the paper to 
read until 12 months embargo has expired.
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Common Areas of Confusion

• Made publicly available no later than 12 
months after official date of publication [print]; 
PubMed Central honors the embargo --> deposit into NIHMS-
PMC system to get the temporary NIHMSID and later PMCID, 
but paper is not viewable until 12 month embargo expired.

You do not have a year - you need the 
NIHMSID or the PMCID much sooner to have for 
progress reports, biosketch, etc.
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Public Access Compliance.
Complete. Has PMCID 

No further action required
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In Process at NIHMS 
will not hold up funding on a progress report.
= Has temporary NIHMSID and is an epub or is 
within 3 months of the print date. OK for RPPR 
but look up status in NIHMS. (Processing takes 3 
weeks in NIHMS-PMC system).
Epub will keep NIHMSID until out in print.

*PMC Journal - In Process = set of journals with 
agreement with NIH to upload content [for no 
open access fee] to PMC; no action required.
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For the progress report: all 
citations must be Complete or 
In Process by the budget start 
date, or the renewal funding is 
withheld.

Non Compliant: 
If no NIHMSID = not in NIHMS NIH Manuscript 
Submission system but has NIH grant associated.

If has NIHMSID but is more than 3 months from 
print date 
Is it stalled in processing? Use google.com to 

find nihm log in and log in with your NIH/eRA.
Look up the NIHMSID number to check status.



Citation with Red Flag 
If a paper you authored, please take steps to ensure the 
manuscript is deposited into the NIHMS-PMC system as 
soon as possible.

– See journal’s “info for authors” webpage – request they 
deposit final accepted manuscript asap. Remember PMC 
honors embargo period.

– OR deposit manuscript files/final proofs yourself; set 
embargo at 12 months when in doubt.

All publications should be reported in the RPPR. 
The RPPR can be submitted with noncompliant citations 
– must bring into compliance by budget start date.
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Using NCBI-MyBibliography
Questions?

• Add citations via PubMed. Add manually.
• Use Edit Status = N/A (Policy Not Applicable).
• Add Awards.
• Status relative to public access policy 

[complete, in process, non-compliant] and 
what actions to take?
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Citation with Red Flag 

I have a paper that is flagged as non-compliant . . .  
What do I do to get it Complete with NIH public 
access (green in MyBiblio)?

Submit the manuscript* text, table, figure files 
into NIHMS NIH Manuscript Submission system.

*CANNOT be the final paper as it appears in the 
journal because that is the property of the journal.
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NIH Manuscript Submission System

• NIHMS = where the manuscript files are 
deposited and processed for PubMed Central 
PMC. 

• Is where you can look up status of citation 
that has a NIHMSID number.
– Use google.com: nihms log in 
– Log in at NIH or eRA buttons.
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NIH Manuscript Submission System 
NIHMS

I thought I had a Year to do this – No
You or the grant’s PI needs this citation to be complete/ 
compliant in next progress report RPPR.
• Deposit manuscript files NOW. You set a 12 month 

embargo/delay when you upload the files => it get 
processed for the PMCID number that the citation 
needs to show public access policy compliance.

• PMC honors the embargo = the citation gets the PMCID 
but is not released for reading until the embargo 
period has expired.
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NIH Manuscript Submission System NIHMS
google.com  nihms log in

3. Approx 3 weeks

1. Manuscript files 
deposited by journal or 

by author/delegate.
2. Initial approval must 
be done by an author 

or the PI.

4. Author 
receives email 
from NIHMS 
requesting 

Final Approval 
(proofreading 

step).
5. PMCID is 
assigned, 

included in 
citation in 

NCBI-MyBiblio



NIH Manuscript Submission

If publisher (Elsevier, Wiley, LWW, others) deposits 
manuscript for you – that is all they do.
• Corresponding author receives email from NIHMS 

requesting Initial Approval => gets it processing in 
NIHMS toward version for PMC.
– No Initial Approval =  it just sits in NIHMS.

When corresponding with journal – be sure to ask 
them to deposit final MANUSCRIPT (since that is 
the FREE option) and not the final paper $$$$.
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NIH Manuscript Submission

Please do not ignore emails from the NIHMS
• Email contains link to NIHMS system login and 

instructions on what action is needed:
– Initial Approval to ensure all files were uploaded
– Final Approval to proof the version prepared to 

appear in PMC (after embargo has expired).

• Or log in to the NIHMS and find instructions 
on the Summary page.
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NIH Manuscript Submission

NOTE: be wary of the open access options 
offered by the journals:

They often come with a fee 
$3000 per paper for them to deposit 

FINAL ARTICLE into PubMed Central PMC.
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NIH Manuscript Submission

If remember one thing from this talk:

You always have the option to 
self-deposit the final manuscript into 
the NIHMS-PMC system, set embargo 
at 12 months. 
There is NO CHARGE for this.
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Log in to NIHMS NIH Manuscript Submission system 
with your eRA/NIH log in

Enter NIHMSID

google.com   nihms login 

If a citation in your 
MyBibliography has a 

NIHMSID number, find its 
processing status here.
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Glossary in the Help tab explains the 
Status definitions.

Reviewing Author 

Looks like this is 
in processing = 

no action 
needed until 

NIHMS requests 
Final Approval 
(proofreading) 
from Reviewing 

Author.
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QUESTIONS: NIHMS
NIH Manuscript Submission?

- Upload manuscript files;
- Complete approvals;
- Find status of citation 
with NIHMSID number,

NOTE: NCBI-MyBiblio
is the only place to 
find NIHMSID 
numbers.



Suggestions for monitoring 

• Support persons: ask investigators to set up 
Rule in Outlook to forward to you emails from  
nihms-help@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov or Subject line 
[nihms] 
- so you know when an approval is requested for a 

manuscript in the NIHMS-PMC system.
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Suggestions for monitoring 

• PubMed: Setup alerts to find papers as they are 
published and follow up to ensure applicable 
manuscripts are deposited into the NIHMS-PMC
system by journal or by author/delegate.
– Load search terms (you may use the Advanced and 

search by author last name and Affiliation = iowa) 
– Click Search
– Click Create Alert – takes you the NCBI log in page. 

Instructions to set up new record alerts  
https://ncbiinsights.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2013/11/14/setting-up-automatic-ncbi-searches-and-new-record-alerts/
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Questions?

• Log in via eRA/NIH buttons
• Add citations to create bibliography in NCBI-

MyBibliography
– Associate grant(s) with citations
– Determine NIH public access status

• Deposit manuscript into NIH Manuscript 
Submission NIHMS system process for PMCID, 
even if you are not the first author.
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Online Help 

NCBI-MyBibliography
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK53595/

Depositing manuscripts in NIHMS-PMC system  
https://nihms.nih.gov/db/sub.cgi?page=stepbystep

NIH - RPPR Instruction Guide   
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/rppr/rppr_instruction_guide.pdf

NCBI-SciENcv Biosketch
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sciencv/

Also can find good info via google.com
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Thank you

Please feel free to contact me regarding
– using your NCBI Bibliography or SciENcv
– determining applicability for articles 
– finding publisher policies re: submitting to NIHMS
– reporting publications in progress reports
– determining where/if manuscripts are stuck in 

NIHMS system or why they are not in PMC.
– questions or would like me to demo in your office  

Oliva Smith   Oliva-smith@uiowa.edu 335-3708
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We are here to help

Oliva Smith
Div. of Sponsored Programs
Oliva-smith@uiowa.edu
dsp@uiowa.edu

335-3708

Janna Lawrence
Hardin Library
Janna-lawrence@uiowa.edu

335-9870
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Using NCBI-MyBibliography

Common problem #1:
• Are you linked to eRA Commons? 

Must have the eRA logo        at top center

Why? Must be linked with eRA Commons to have the 
option to associate the NIH award with the publication 
that arose from work or salary supported by the award.
->This is why you log in via the NIH or eRA buttons.
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Is your MyBibliography linked to eRA
Commons?

or here

Click here
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Must be linked to eRA to get the grant info
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If no eRA icon = 
NOT LINKED. 
Click log in 

name/email at 
upper right.

Choose Account 
Settings
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Type  nih <enter>

Do NOT select Univ of Iowa
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Click
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Now Linked to eRA/NIH

BEWARE: Selecting “Univ of Iowa” 
takes to your HawkID login = does not 
link to eRA/NIH it locked me out of 
eRA/NIH for a whole day. . . not sure 

why this option exists.
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